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Current State of Work

- Automation of jobs
- Massive layoffs
- Disappearance of Middle management
- Average stay in a company - 2 years
Employer Demands

- Technical Skills
- Leadership Skills
- Entrepreneurial Skills
Team Leadership

- Cross functional teams
- Flat hierarchies in large corporations
Skills to Acquire

- Communication
- Creativity/ Innovation
- Interpersonal skills
- Analytical skills
- Critical Thinking
- Leadership
Freelance

- Freedom
- Anti-fragility
- Variable income
- Networking skills
- Project management skills
Corporate World

- Ability to create a startup within a large organisation
- Indication of leadership abilities
- Upward movement in the hierarchy - more money
High Growth Business

- The route of the few
- Becoming a business owner
- Adding value to society
- Building a global business
Computer Science Department

- Develop technical skills — Create innovative products
- Learn what the customers want
- Learn how to add value to their lives
- 3rd year project
Good Luck!